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Guillaume Dimanche participates in the Rencontres de la Photographie in Arles  

with the exhibition “Ask yourself”  

From July 1st to 15th 2018 

13 rue Calade – 13200 Arles 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

From July 1
st
 to 15

th
 2018 Photographer Guillaume Dimanche presents the exhibition “Ask Yourself” as part of the 

Voies-Off program of the most important international photography festival: the Rencontres de la Photographie in 

Arles. 

Extracted from various series or themes, Guillaume Dimanche presents a set of photographs that includes artistic 

correspondences and questions the reality of history, globalization and the different links between each subject all 

together. The title “Ask yourself” comes from Plastikman (Richie Hawtin)’s track and encourages to enter the intimate 

interiority of the spectator to discover the sense of the presented Artworks. Indeed, the photographs offer a 

perspective of a world in which humans are cut off from the most basic relationships. However, the exhibition 

proposed to create connections by juxtaposing these glances together. 

“I present a set of recent photographs in the exhibition “Ask yourself” which echoes the continuation of my work. The 

scenography will bring a new dimension with a search on spatial installation. Through the combination of diverse 

subjects, on top of the compositions I created in each photograph, I propose a dialogue and a questioning of each 

and every one of them” explains Guillaume Dimanche. 

 

 

  

 

 About ART-TROPE  

ART-TROPE is the New Generation of Artists Agency that offers Artists the possibility to be professionally guided 

worldwide. Art-Trope enables them to access quality services dedicated to their needs in order to improve and accelerate 

their career opportunities on the long-term. 

 

Additional information about Guillaume Dimanche 

- Art-Trope Artist profile  

- Dedicated article including the catalog of the exhibition “Ask Yourself”  

- “Ask yourself” exhibition Facebook event 
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